A Case Report of Maxillary Calcifying Epithelial Odontogenic Tumor in a Teenage Girl
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ABSTRACT

Objective: To report the case of a rare benign odontogenic tumor in an adolescent girl which was successfully managed by complete excision and curettage of underlying bone.

Methods:

Design: Case Report
Setting: Tertiary National University Hospital
Patient: One

Result: A 15-year-old girl with a 3-year history of a large Calcifying Epithelial Odontogenic Tumor (Pindborg Tumor) atypically occurring in the posterior maxillary alveolar ridge and compressing the maxillary antrum underwent tumor excision via gingivobuccal approach and curettage of the remaining mucosa in the cavity in consideration of her patient’s aesthetic concerns. No recurrence has been observed two years post-op and she remains asymptomatic on regular follow-up.

Conclusion: A calcifying epithelial odontogenic tumor can be managed conservatively with close follow-up to monitor recurrence.
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When planning to perform surgical excision of a mass that could potentially alter maxillofacial growth of a pediatric patient, one must be knowledgeable of the histology and clinical behavior of the disease entity encountered, in order to plan the most conservative approach that will yield a desirable outcome. This case highlights the successful removal of a maxillary Pindborg tumor in a young female with excision and curettage.
CASE REPORT

A 15-year-old girl presented in our hospital with an enlarging left upper alveolar mass that evolved over three years. She initially consulted the dentistry service for a painless pea-sized gingival mass that radiographically appeared as a unilocular radiolucency extending from the second premolar to the first molar in the left maxillary alveolar ridge. Incision biopsy revealed an eruption cyst which was marsupialized.

A year later, the patient noted recurrence of the mass in the previous surgical site. A panoramic radiograph showed mixed radio-opacities and radiolucencies. Computed tomography revealed an expansile unilocular osseous lesion with multiple calcific densities at the alveolar aspect of the left lateral maxilla, compressing the left maxillary sinus supero-medially towards the orbital floor. (Figure 1) She was referred to otorhinolaryngology for incision biopsy, which yielded findings consistent with calcifying epithelial odontogenic tumor.

Upon admission, the patient had obvious enlargement of the left cheek, stretching the skin without causing any induration or ulcerations. In the oral cavity, the mass appeared as a 5 x 4 x 3 cm firm, multi-lobulated, movable mass occupying the area from the first premolar to the second molar of the left maxillary alveolar ridge and abutting the buccal mucosa laterally and medially overhanging towards the hard palate.

Rather than perform a lateral rhinotomy to achieve optimal exposure, the patient’s aesthetic concerns were considered, and the mass was completely excised intra-orally through a gingiva-buccal incision, leaving a cavity in the expanded but intact alveolar ridge. Curettage removed the remaining mucosa and a thin portion of underlying bone. (Figure 2) Final histopathologic examination confirmed the diagnosis of Pindborg Tumor. (Figure 3) The patient has been on follow-up for two years with marked improvement in the symmetry of her face, and no note of recurrence at the surgical site. (Figure 4)

DISCUSSION

The Calcifying Epithelial Odontogenic Tumor (CEOT) was first described in 1955 by Dutch pathologist Jens Jorgen Pindborg. It is a benign expansile slow-growing neoplasm which behaves clinically like an ameloblastoma but has a lower rate of recurrence. It has a peak incidence in the age range of 40-60 years, with no apparent sex predilection and a greater tendency to appear in the mandible rather than the maxilla, with a ratio of 3:1. The central or intraosseous variant is more common and is described in approximately 96% of documented cases, while the peripheral or extraosseous variant comprises the remainder.
Early in its growth, CEOT may appear on radiograph as a unilocular radiolucency and becomes progressively more radio-opaque as calcium deposits start to accumulate. Subsequently, a mixed radio-lucent/radio-opaque appearance can manifest as bone is simultaneously eroded. Furthermore, 60% of cases have been shown to involve an impacted tooth. This conglomeration of radiographic findings, all observed in this patient, may explain why such cases may easily be initially diagnosed and managed as an odontogenic cyst. 4 This stresses that CEOT should not be left out of the differential diagnosis despite its rarity, as it may have a very similar appearance to more common entities.

Establishing the diagnosis of CEOT is dependent upon histopathologic features. Typically, there is scanty connective tissue stroma arranged in sheets of polyhedral epithelial cells surrounded by a homogenous eosinophilic material, thought to be amyloid. The pathognomonic finding is described as concentric calcifications within the amyloid substance, called “Leisegang rings.”

Unlike the majority of CEOT this case occurs in a less common location, in an unusual age demographic, exhibiting both intraosseous and extraosseous components. Apart from the atypical features seen in this patient, perhaps the most important aspect of this case lies in the management dilemma it presents.

Lesions of the maxilla are known to be more locally invasive and grow more rapidly, possibly warranting more aggressive surgery. 6 But in this case, we had an adolescent girl for whom aesthetic outcome was a major consideration, making it necessary to plan the least invasive and disfiguring surgery possible. In this unique situation there is only a small volume of available literature from which to draw recommendations.

A case report and literature review by Fazeli et al. outlined 14 cases of CEOT in pediatric patients, with only 4 occurring in the maxilla. 7 Ungari et al. performed enucleation and curettage of a 0.8 cm CEOT of the maxilla in a 9-year-old boy. 8 Mopsik et al. documented intra-oral access and enucleation for a cystic CEOT of the maxilla in a 13-year-old girl. 9 Gopalakrishnan et al. reported a large invasive cystic CEOT situated within the maxillary sinus itself which was enucleated via Caldwell-Luc approach; 10 and Mandal et al. described a 6 x 5 cm CEOT of the hard palate causing lytic changes in adjacent bony structures, although the type of excision was unspecified. 11 No recurrence was documented for any of these cases, but follow-up periods for these cases ranged only from 1 month to 1 year. Perhaps the case most similar to ours was presented in a separate report by Tiwari, which involved a 12-year-old boy presenting with a 5-month history of cheek swelling due to a 6 x 4 cm maxillary CEOT. 12 Excision was performed, and although there was no mention of curettage of underlying bone for additional margins, the patient likewise exhibited no recurrence after 2 years of follow-up.

There is some evidence suggesting that CEOT does not infiltrate inter trabecular bony spaces, supporting the consideration of enucleation and curettage of thin remaining bone. However, these reports involved less aggressive tumors found in the mandible. 12 It has been postulated that certain histologic features such as the presence of more amyloid and calcific tissue, in contrast to more clear cells, confers less aggressive potential. 5 Recommendations regarding radicality of surgery vary due to the unpredictable behavior of CEOTs, but most authors are in agreement that it is imperative to achieve tumor-free hard and soft surgical margins to minimize recurrence. 6

In our case, the decision to adapt a more conservative surgical approach was arrived at by weighing the risk of recurrence against leaving an unsightly scar on a young face, which could yield detrimental psychological effects. In the absence of clear-cut recommendations, the patient’s wish for a better aesthetic outcome took precedence. As a compromise, close follow-up was planned in order to facilitate early detection of possible recurrence, which is said to be 10 to 20% following conservative management. 6 Fortunately, good healing and no sign of recurrence has been observed in the last two years of follow-up. There is a need to further document the long-term outcomes of CEOT, and the occurrence of these tumors in the pediatric population presents that opportunity.
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